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This thesis studies gender agreement processing by using event-related potentials (ERPs) 
as the experimental method of choice. Event-related potentials represent changes in the 
electrical potential of neural cells measured on the scalp and time-locked to the stimulus. 
In the field of sentence processing, ERP research relies mainly on three major language-
related components: N400, (E)LAN, and P600. Essentially, the N400 is interpreted as a 
semantically-related component, whereas the LAN and P600 are understood as being 
involved in the processing of syntax. It is worth mentioning that such an interpretation is 
oversimplified, with a large number of studies offering alternative theories.

Two major issues are addressed in the current thesis. The first one pertains to language 
processes underlying gender (dis)agreement; the second one to methodological aspects 
of studying agreement processing using ERPs. Regarding (dis)agreement processing, 
the relationship between gender disagreement and repair and reanalysis processes in the 
late syntactic stage (P600) is addressed in each chapter. Secondary to the issue of repair 
and reanalysis, the thesis also sheds light on the mechanisms behind the processing of 
syntactic and semantic gender, as well as the difference between gender and number 
processing. Finally, each experiment in the thesis was conducted both as a reading and a 
listening experiment. This enabled us to investigate whether the presence/absence of an 
ERP component depends on presentation modality, as well as how presentation modality 
affects component characteristics.

Chapter 1 opens with a general introduction, outlining the main goals of the thesis. 
Since the method used for achieving these goals were event-related potentials, a more 
detailed theoretical background was provided on ERPs and sentence processing. 
Particular emphasis was placed on the P600 component and its role in (structural) repair 
and revision. Regarding gender agreement, an overview of Italian and Dutch gender 
systems was provided. The overview of the Italian gender system included explanations 
of key linguistic concepts (e.g., agreement), and it placed them inside a broader (psycho)
linguistic framework. This section also elaborates on the distinction between syntactic 
(grammatical, lexical) and semantic gender (biological), whereas the following section on 
the Dutch gender system includes more detail on the distinction between number and 
gender processing.

After covering the methodological and the theoretical basis, Chapter 1 ends with defining 
the two main goals of the dissertation, as well as specific hypotheses and predictions. 
The first goal is establishing a relationship between gender disagreement processing 
and repair mechanisms. In short, the experiments in this thesis always compared two 
conditions containing gender disagreement, with one condition assumed to be more 
complex to repair. Thus, the first hypothesis was that gender (dis)agreement is processed 
at the syntactic level. As such, each experiment was expected to elicit the P600, possibly 
preceded by the LAN. Regarding the repair mechanism, the prediction was that those 
conditions that were more complex to repair would result in a larger P600 effect.

The other two hypotheses were related to the role of presentation modality in agreement 
studies using ERPs. Since ERPs are extremely time-sensitive, we decided to investigate 
whether a different rate of delivering stimuli would impact the presence/absence and the 
characteristics of components. The starting assumption was that stimulus delivery rate 
was slower and more gradual in listening than in reading. We hypothesized that regardless 
of the presentation modality, gender (dis)agreement engaged the same processes, which 
was expected to be reflected in the presence of identical ERP components in both 
modalities. However, we allowed for the possibility that different components may be 
elicited in different presentation modalities, which would be explained by a time difference 
in stimulus delivery. Finally, we looked into whether components are violation-aligned or 
not. More specifically, we wanted to know whether varying stimulus length would cause 
the expected component (LAN, P600) to always be at the same temporal distance from 
the violation point.

In Chapter 2, we compared the processing of syntactic and semantic gender in Italian. 
Syntactic gender is usually described as a non-transparent lexical feature that has to be 
retrieved from the lemma level. Almost all inanimate, as well as some animate nouns are 
marked for syntactic gender (e.g., la melaF ‘the apple’). Conversely, a small but frequent 
group of animate nouns (e.g., il bambinoF ‘boy’) is marked for semantic gender, meaning 
that their gender can be deduced from lexical semantics, in addition to being retrieved 
from the lemma. The first goal of the experiment in Chapter 2 was to investigate whether 
the processing of semantic gender elicited a semantically-related response (N400). Also, 
semantic gender was assumed to be more complex to repair (both the article and gender 
suffix) than syntactic gender (only the article), and therefore expected to elicit a larger 
P600 effect. The results did not unequivocally support the hypothesis that semantic 
gender processing involves accessing semantics. Both syntactic and semantic gender 
elicited the LAN, indicating that gender disagreement is processed at the syntactic level 
independent of the gender type. Semantic gender elicited a stronger P600 effect, as 
predicted. The effect was probably caused by a more demanding repair mechanism in 
semantic gender. However, since syntactic and semantic integration can theoretically take 
place in the P600 stage, it is impossible to rule out that in semantic gender processing the 
increased P600 effect may partly have been due to semantic access.

The experiment in Chapter 3 was an auditory version of the experiment in Chapter 
2. The expectation was that the same component would be elicited as in Chapter 2, 
possibly with some differences in component characteristics. Namely, the violation in 
the syntactic gender condition always came before the violation in the semantic gender 
condition (app. 150 ms earlier). It was expected that the delay in violation detection would 
affect component characteristics. However, the results obtained differed considerably 
from those in Chapter 2. Firstly, an N400-like effect was elicited in the syntactic gender 
condition only. The effect had an N400-like distribution, but functionally it resembled 
the LAN. There was no negative effect in the semantic gender condition. The P600 was 
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elicited in both conditions, with a broader distribution in the semantic gender condition 
than in the syntactic gender condition. Interestingly, the onset of the P600 effect was 
identical in both conditions, even though violations were detected earlier in syntactic 
gender than in semantic gender. The absence of any negative effect in syntactic gender 
was explained by late violation detection and insufficient time for negativity to be elicited 
before the P600.

Chapter 4 presented a reading experiment in Dutch. The experiment compared gender 
and number agreement in the Dutch DP. Theoretically, number and gender features are 
differently coded, with gender being invariable and (often) semantically vacuous, and 
number being variable (singular and plural) and dependent on semantics. However, when 
these two features enter into an agreement relationship, the agreement mechanism most 
likely disregards these differences. Therefore, we assumed that number and gender (dis)
agreement should elicit identical ERP responses. Still, there are two factors that may 
modulate ERP responses to these two types of violations. Firstly, number is always 
morphologically realized as a suffix, whereas gender is not morphologically marked. 
Secondly, number is more complex to repair than gender (more repair options). Based 
on the latter, we expected that number disagreement would elicit a larger P600 effect 
than gender disagreement. The results were in support of our predication. Both gender 
and number disagreement elicited the P600 (no LAN). The effect was significantly larger 
for number than gender disagreement, which was in line with the idea that number 
disagreement is more difficult to repair.

In the last experimental chapter (Chapter 5), the experiment from Chapter 4 was replicated 
in the listening modality. This chapter focused on the fact that the violation in number 
was always later than in gender because of the number morpheme. The expectation 
was that both types of violations would elicit the P600 only, thereby yielding the same 
results as in Chapter 4. The P600 effect was again expected to be larger for number than 
gender disagreement. Also, the P600 was expected to be elicited later in number than 
in gender due to a later violation point. Interestingly, the results were in line with all the 
predictions, except that gender condition also elicited the LAN. The P600 was elicited 
in both conditions, with a slightly broader distribution in number than in gender. Also, 
it was elicited 200 ms later in number than in gender, which corresponded to the time-
delay between violation points in gender and number. The LAN in the gender condition 
was unexpected, as it was absent from the reading experiment. A possible explanation 
would be that the presentation rate affected the elicitation of the LAN. More precisely, the 
slower presentation rate in listening than in reading might have allowed enough time for 
the LAN to be elicited in the gender condition. As for the absence of the LAN in number 
disagreement, it is possible that the late detection of the violation and its proximity to the 
P600 did not allow the LAN enough time to be elicited.

The thesis closes with a general discussion and conclusions (Chapter 6). Two main 
assumptions were supported by the findings from the experimental chapters. First, we 
showed a strict relationship between the size of the P600 effect and the complexity of 
the repair mechanism. More specifically, the more demanding the repair mechanism, the 
larger the P600 effect. This was independent of the presentation modality. Secondly, we 
demonstrated that presentation modality plays an important role in sentence processing 
studies. Most significantly, it can affect the presence/absence of language-related ERP 
components, and thus skew the interpretation of the effects. The exact mechanism 
responsible for such component modulation is still not completely clear, but we believe 
that the difference in the stimulus delivery rate between listening and reading may be 
an important factor. The difference in timing can most certainly influence the onset-time 
of a component, indicating that components are probably temporally violation-aligned. 
Finally, we proved once again that agreement processes are handled at the syntactic 
level. Even when there is a possible semantic component (e.g., in semantic gender), the 
system still seems to rely mostly on syntactic information. Also, the system does not 
tend to overly discriminate between different types of agreement (number vs. gender 
agreement), but rather takes into account how difficult it is to repair a structural anomaly.  


